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Abstract

Purpose To demonstrate axonal loss in the

retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) of patients

with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and to

evaluate the ability of Fourier-domain optical

coherence tomography (OCT) to detect RNFL

degeneration and retinal thinning in these

patients.

Methods PD patients (n¼ 100) and healthy

subjects (n¼ 100) were included in the study

and underwent visual acuity, color vision,

and OCT examinations using two next-

generation Fourier-domain devices (Spectralis

and Cirrus). Differences in the RNFL thicknesses

were compared between patients and controls.

Results RNFL thicknesses were significantly

reduced in PD patients compared with

healthy subjects, especially those obtained

using the Spectralis OCT, in the

inferotemporal quadrant (155.6±16.5 lm in

healthy eyes vs 142.1±24.9 lm in patients,

P¼ 0.040) and in the superotemporal

quadrant (142.6±20.9 lm in healthy eyes vs

132.77±18.6 lm in PD patients, P¼ 0.046).

Significant differences were observed

between controls and patients in relation to

mean macular thickness (P¼ 0.031), foveal

thickness (P¼ 0.030), and inferior outer

thickness (P¼ 0.019).

Conclusion PD is associated with RNFL loss

and retinal thinning, which is detectable by

Fourier-domain OCT measurements.
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Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative

process that leads to a selective loss of

dopaminergic neurons, mainly in the basal

ganglia of the brain. Clinical manifestations

include movement alterations as well as non-

motor symptoms, such as dementia, depression,

and autonomic dysfunction.1 Neurons and

neural circuits outside the basal ganglia can be

affected simultaneously or even before the

substantia nigra.2 Vision is one of the non-motor

systems altered in PD, especially the visual field

corresponding to the fovea.3

The mammalian retina contains

dopaminergic neurons within the inner retinal

layer that modulate the receptive fields of

ganglion cells through long-range lateral

interactions in the inner plexiform layer. The

ganglion cells produce color vision and contrast

sensitivity. Previous studies have shown that

vision, contrast sensitivity, absolute and

temporal sensitivity, and color vision are at least

partially regulated by dopamine,3 and it has

been demonstrated that retinal cells in PD

patients have altered dopaminergic synaptic

activity compared with healthy controls.4

Multifocal electroretinogram changes have

also been reported in PD patients.5

The loss of retinal ganglion cells can be

detected using ocular imaging technologies

such as optical coherence tomography (OCT),6

which provide noninvasive, rapid, objective,

and reproducible measurements of the retinal

nerve fiber layer (RNFL). Numerous studies

have analyzed the ability of OCT to detect

RNFL thickness abnormalities and changes in
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the macular area in patients with neurodegenerative

diseases, such as multiple sclerosis, in which axonal

damage unrelated to inflammatory or autoimmune

episodes against myelin occurs already in the early

stages of the disease, and axonal neurodegeneration is

directly related to permanent functional disability.7–10

Recent reports demonstrated decreased retinal

thickness in different macular sectors in PD patients

compared with healthy subjects,11,12 and alterations in

mean RNFL peripapillary thickness and multifocal

electroretinogram have also been observed using time-

domain OCT.5 To our knowledge, spectral-domain OCT

has only been used in four previous studies of PD

patients, three of which demonstrated a reduction of the

macular thickness (inner retinal layer);11,13,14 only one of

these studies showed significant differences in RNFL

thickness between PD patients and healthy controls.15

As these findings might have been influenced by the

small sample sizes used, a larger sample would

help to corroborate these findings.

Two Fourier-domain OCT devices were used in this

study: the Cirrus (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA,

USA) and the Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering Inc.,

Heidelberg, Germany). The Cirrus OCT obtains images

with 5/1000 mm resolution, while the Spectralis OCT

uses polarized light to simultaneously analyze multiple

wavelength data from the light reflection, acquiring

40 000 layers per second. One of the most important

differences between the Cirrus OCT and the Spectralis

OCT is that the latter is combined with a confocal

scanning laser ophthalmoscope, providing detailed

simultaneous images and improved contrast.

The purpose of this study was to detect and measure

RNFL defects and retinal thicknesses in PD patients

compared with healthy controls using these two

next-generation Fourier OCT devices, and to compare the

ability of both OCT systems to detect alterations in the

retina that are not evident on routine clinical examination.

Materials and methods

A total of 100 patients with PD and 100 sex- and age-

matched healthy subjects were included in the study. All

procedures adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of

Helsinki, and the experimental protocol was approved

by the local ethics committee. All subjects provided

informed consent to participate in the study.

The diagnosis of PD was based on UK Brain Bank

Criteria, which included, in the first step, bradykinesia

and one additional symptom, that is, rigidity, 4–6 Hz

resting tremor, or postural instability.16,17 For the

diagnosis of ‘definite’ PD, three or more of the following

criteria were required in combination with those in step

one: unilateral onset, progressive disorder, persistent

asymmetry affecting the side of onset the most, excellent

response (70–100%) to levodopa, severe levodopa-

induced chorea, levodopa response for 5 years or more,

and clinical course of 10 years or more.17,18 Despite

clinical criteria, definite PD diagnosis requires post-

mortem confirmation,18 although the correlation between

clinical signs and physiopathology is not very strong

and Lewy bodies are only found in 76% of patients

diagnosed with PD.17 The stage and severity of PD were

determined based on the Hoehn–Yahr scale, a commonly

used system for describing the progression of PD

symptoms.19 This scale contains stages from 0 (no signs

of disease) to 5 (requiring a wheelchair or bedridden

unless assisted) to indicate the relative level of disability.

Inclusion criteria were confirmed PD diagnosis,

best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20/30 or higher

(using a Snellen chart) in each eye to enable performance

of the protocol to be assessed, anterior chamber depth of

Schaffer grades III and IV using indirect gonioscopy, and

an intraocular pressure o21 mm Hg to rule out any

RNFL decrease because of other processes such as open-

angle chronic glaucoma.20 Exclusion criteria were the

presence of significant refractive errors (45 diopters of

spherical equivalent refraction or 3 diopters of

astigmatism), media opacifications, systemic conditions

that could affect the visual system (such as diabetes or

ischemic cardiopathy), a history of ocular trauma or

concomitant ocular diseases (including a previous

history of retinal pathology, glaucoma, laser therapy), or

ocular pathologies affecting the cornea, lens, optic nerve,

or retina (including macular alterations). Healthy

controls were recruited from hospital staff and family

members of healthy patients. Controls had no history

of ocular or neurologic disease, and their BCVA was

20/30 or better according to the Snellen scale.

All subjects underwent a complete neuro-

ophthalmologic examination, which included assessment

of BCVA, color vision evaluation (using Ishihara’s

isochromatic charts), eye movement, pupillary, anterior

segment and fundoscopic examinations, Goldmann

applanation tonometry, and OCT examinations using the

Cirrus HD OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec) and the Spectralis

OCT (Heidelberg Engineering Inc.). Funduscopic

examination was based on the disc morphology (normal,

general pallor, sectorial pallor, and edema) with a

78-diopter lens. Each eye was considered separately and

only one eye of each subject was included randomly in

the analyses. Disease duration, age at PD diagnosis, and

treatment were also recorded.

OCT evaluation

OCT tests were performed to obtain measurements of the

peripapillary RNFL using the Cirrus and Spectralis OCT
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devices, both of which were used in random order to

prevent any effect of fatigue bias. All scans were

performed by the same experienced operator. Between

scan acquisitions, there was a time delay and subject

position and focus were randomly disrupted, such that

alignment parameters had to be newly adjusted at the

start of each image acquisition. No manual correction

was applied to the OCT output. An internal fixation

target was used because it is reported to provide the

highest reproducibility.10 The quality of the scans was

assessed before the analysis, and poor quality scans were

rejected. The Cirrus OCT determines the quality of

images using a signal strength measurement that

combines signal-to-noise ratio with the uniformity of the

signal within a scan and is measured on a scale of 1 to 10,

where 1 is categorized as poor image quality and 10 as

excellent image quality. Only images with a score 47

were evaluated in our study. The Spectralis OCT uses the

blue quality bar in the image to indicate the signal

strength. The quality score ranges from 0 (poor quality)

to 40 (excellent quality). Only images with a score

425 were analyzed.

Following the recommended procedure for scan

acquisition, the subject’s pupil was first centered and

focused in an iris viewing camera on the system’s data

acquisition screen, and then the system’s line-scanning

ophthalmoscope was used to optimize the view of the

retina. The OCT scan was aligned to the proper depth,

and patient fixation and system polarization were

optimized to maximize the OCT signal.

The Cirrus OCT optic disc protocol generates 200� 200

voxel images from 200 linear scans that are performed by

200 A-scans. This option analyzes a cube of width 6-mm

around the optic nerve. In each series of scans, mean

RNFL thickness, quadrant RNFL thickness (superior,

inferior, temporal, and nasal), and thickness at the

12-clock hours of 301 RNFL were analyzed. The hour

sectors were assigned a number from position C1 to

C12 in the clockwise direction for the right eye and in the

counter-clockwise direction for the left eye. The Cirrus

Macular Cube 200� 200 protocol provides retinal

thickness values for the nine areas corresponding to the

Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS).21

ETDRS areas include a central 1-mm circle, representing

the foveal area, and inner and outer rings of diameter 3

and 6 mm, respectively. The inner and outer rings are

divided into four quadrants: superior, nasal, inferior, and

temporal. Central foveal thickness was also calculated

(Figure 1). The average retinal thickness and the total

macular volume in the 6-mm diameter ETDRS ring were

calculated based on the proportional contribution of the

regional macular thicknesses.21 The mean of all points

within the inner circle of 1-mm radius was defined as the

central foveal subfield thickness. The intermediate and

outer rings were subdivided into superior, nasal, inferior,

and temporal inner and outer areas, respectively.

The nine areas were analyzed using Cirrus software

(version 3.0; Carl Zeiss Meditec).

The RNFL Spectralis protocol generates a map with a

mean thickness and six sector thicknesses (superonasal,

nasal, inferonasal, inferotemporal, temporal, and

superotemporal in the clockwise direction for the

right eye and counter clockwise for the left eye). The

Fast macular protocol uses an internal fixation source

and centers on the patient’s fovea. The operator

independently monitors the stability of fixation with

the incorporated infrared camera, with the axial and

transverse resolutions of the images being 7 and 10 mm,

respectively. The retinal thickness map analysis protocol

represents the nine subfields, as defined by the ETDRS,

in a similar manner to the Cirrus OCT.21 RNFL and

retinal acquisitions were obtained by the same observer

using TruTrack eye-tracking technology that recognizes,

locks onto, and follows the patient’s retina during

scanning, and automatically places follow-up scans to

ensure the accurate monitoring of disease progression.

Spectralis software (version 5.2; Heidelberg Engineering

Inc.) was used.

Statistical analysis

All variables were recorded in a database created

with the FileMaker Pro 8.5 program (FileMaker Inc.,

Concord, MA, USA). A cross-sectional analysis was

performed: the independent variable was ‘diagnosed

with PD or not diagnosed with PD’, and dependent

variables were the parameters obtained by the different

diagnosis techniques included in the protocol. Age, sex,

and intraocular pressure were considered modifying

variables.

Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS

statistical package (version 19.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,

USA). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to assess

sample distribution. As the data were parametrically

distributed, differences between patients and healthy

controls were compared using the Student’s t-test.

Pearson’s correlation analysis was used to determine the

correlation coefficient (r) and the statistical significance of

the association (p). Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)

can range between þ 1 and � 1: a value of 0 indicates

that there is no association between the two variables.

A value 40 indicates a positive association, that is, as the

value of one variable increases so does the value of the

other variable. A value o0 indicates a negative

association, that is, as the value of one variable increases

the value of the other variable decreases. Values of

Po0.05 were considered to indicate statistically

significant differences.
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Measures of each eye corresponding to the comparable

parameters between both OCT devices (superior, nasal,

inferior, and temporal quadrants and average RNFL

thickness and the nine EDTRS macular sectors) were

compared using the Student’s t-test for paired variables.

Results

A total of 100 patients with PD and 100 healthy controls

were included in the study. The mean age was 64 years

(range: 54–74 years) in the PD patient group and 64 years

(range: 56–72 years) in the healthy control group.

The percentage of males was 81.8% and the mean disease

duration was 5.25 years (range: 2.85–7.65). Age, sex, and

intraocular pressure did not differ significantly between

healthy controls and PD patients (P¼ 0.097, P¼ 0.154,

and P¼ 0.669 respectively). The average stage of PD was

2.34 based on the Hoehn–Yahr scale (range: 1.50–3.00).

Received treatment was divided into three different

categories: ‘drugs that enhance levels of dopamine’

Figure 1 (a) Box plots comparing RNFL thicknesses in eyes from Parkinson disease patients and eyes from healthy subjects using
Spectralis OCT. (b) Box plots comparing RNFL thicknesses in eyes from Parkinson disease patients and eyes from healthy subjects
using Cirrus OCT.
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(carbidopa, levodopa, and rasagiline), ‘dopaminergic

drugs’ (pramipexole, ropirinol, and rotigotine) and

‘other’(amitriptiline, propranolol, and clonazepam).

‘Drugs that enhance levels of dopamine’ was the most

prescribed category (93% of patients) and the

combination therapy of levodopa and carbidopa the most

frequent treatment (37%). In all, 68% of treatments were

categorized in ‘dopaminergic’, most of which were used

in combination with drugs included in the previous

category. A small percentage of patients (10%) were

prescribed drugs with no dopaminergic effects.

RNFL measurements evaluated in the study and the

significance of differences between measurements for

healthy controls and PD patients are shown in Table 1

(Spectralis measurements) and Table 2 (Cirrus

measurements). The Spectralis OCT revealed significant

differences in the inferior quadrants (134.5 mm in healthy

controls vs 126.1 mm in PD, P¼ 0.036), inferotemporal

RNFL thickness (155.6 vs 142.1mm, P¼ 0.040), and

superotemporal RNFL thickness (142.6 vs 132.7mm,

P¼ 0.046). Other structural thicknesses showed a clear

tendency to be reduced in patients with PD (Figure 1),

but these differences were not statistically significant

(Table 1).

Cirrus OCT measurements revealed that average

RNFL thickness was significantly decreased in PD

patients compared with healthy controls (inferior

thickness: 128.7 mm in controls vs 120.0 mm in patients,

P¼ 0.047; C4 thickness: 71.0 vs 65.3 mm, P¼ 0.024; C8

thickness: 120.5 vs 105.8mm, P¼ 0.009; C9 thickness: 149.9

vs 146.0mm, P¼ 0.037; and C11 thickness: 128.7 vs

120.9mm, P¼ 0.040; Table 2, Figure 1).

Mean macular thicknesses were also significantly

reduced in PD patients compared with healthy controls

(Table 3). BCVA was also significantly different between

groups (0.97 in controls vs 0.74 in PD patients, Po0.001).

Measures corresponding to the comparable parameters

between both OCT devices were compared using the

Student’s t-test for paired variables as shown in Table 4.

The correlation between PD severity, disease duration,

age, and OCT measurements was calculated using

Pearson’s correlation test. PD severity measured with the

Hoehn–Yahr scale and mean disease duration (measured

in years) were strongly correlated (r¼ 0.742, Po0.001),

whereas only the outer superior macular thickness

measured with Spectralis OCT showed a significant

although mild correlation with patient’s age (r¼ � 0.427,

P¼ 0.01).

Conclusion

The visual system is one of the non-motor systems

affected by PD, and this is particularly evident with

respect to the macular area. In 2004, Inzelberg et al22

demonstrated using a time-domain OCT device that

RNFL thickness in the peripapillary area was reduced in

a small group of 10 PD patients; these results were later

confirmed by other studies using time-domain

OCT.12,23,24 To our knowledge, few studies have used

spectral-domain OCT11,13–15 to evaluate retinal changes

in PD patients: Hajee et al11 and Bodis-Wollner et al14

reported a significant decrease in the inner retinal layer

Table 1 Mean and SD of RNFL thickness obtained using the
Spectralis OCT, and comparison between healthy controls and
PD subjects

Spectralis OCT
RNFL thickness

Healthy
subjects

PD
patients

P-value

Mean 101.9 (8.7) 98.7 (12.0) 0.181
Superior 125.2 (17.9) 119.5 (15.4) 0.170
Nasal 78.9 (16.5) 70.8 (17.5) 0.145
Inferior 134.5 (17.1) 126.1 (21.3) 0.036

Temporal 76.1 (15.3) 70.3 (11.9) 0.099
Superonasal 108.0 (24.5) 106.4 (21.0) 0.783
Inferonasal 113.8 (24.1) 110.6 (24.6) 0.573
Inferotemporal 155.6 (16.5) 142.1 (24.9) 0.040

Superotemporal 142.6 (20.9) 132.7 (18.6) 0.046

Abbreviations: OCT, optical coherence tomography; PD Parkinson

disease; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer.

The last column shows the statistical significance of the difference

between both groups. The inferior, inferotemporal, and superotemporal

sectors showed significant reduction of the RNFL thickness in PD (shown

in bold).

Table 2 Mean and SD of RNFL thickness obtained using the
Cirrus OCT, and comparison between healthy controls and PD
subjects

Cirrus OCT
RNFL thickness

Healthy
subjects

PD
patients

P-value

Average 97.9 (8.5) 91.2 (9.8) 0.145
Superior 120.5 (11.4) 112.4 (11.0) 0.245
Nasal 70.2 (9.9) 70.0 (13.8) 0.567
Inferior 128.7 (14.5) 120.0 (15.6) 0.047

Temporal 67.8 (9.0) 63.9 (11.9) 0.237
C1 108.7 (22.2) 104.2 (20.9) 0.224
C2 89.6 (20.1) 87.5 (16.8) 0.505
C3 62.7 (12.5) 58.9 (13.0) 0.081
C4 71.0 (16.4) 65.3 (12.6) 0.024
C5 103.6 (24.8) 100.2(24.6) 0.423
C6 136.4 (29.0) 134.6 (29.4) 0.716
C7 132.5 (24.7) 129.0 (24.0) 0.400
C8 120.5 (27.9) 105.8 (12.5) 0.009
C9 149.9 (14.5) 146.0 (17.3) 0.037

C10 78.3 (16.8) 74.9 (12.7) 0.185
C11 128.7 (22.3) 120.9 (21.5) 0.040

C12 125.2 (21.9) 122.2 (24.3) 0.453

Abbreviations: OCT, optical coherence tomography; PD, Parkinson

disease; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer.

The last column shows the statistical significance of the difference

between both groups. The areas that showed a significant RNFL

reduction in PD patients were inferior sector, and the following clock

sectors: C4, C8, C9, and C11 (shown in bold).
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and foveal thickness, respectively, in PD patients, but

RNFL measurements were not analyzed. Aaker et al13

measured the inner retinal layer, macular thickness, and

RNFL of 18 eyes in PD patients, and found significant

changes in macular thickness (thinning and thickening),

but no alterations in the overall average RNFL thickness,

possibly because of the small sample size. Longitudinal

studies with larger sample sizes were therefore

suggested for these findings to be corroborated.25

Based on the distribution of Lewy bodies at different

stages of PD, Braak et al2 suggested that this

neurodegenerative process progresses from non-

dopaminergic neuronal areas to central neurons in a

cranio-caudal direction, and affects neurons with long

axons. The RNFL is composed of ganglionic cell axons,

but the presence of Lewy bodies in these cells has not yet

been established by histologic studies.

Physiologic aging causes neuronal degeneration and

therefore reductions in most of the regional thicknesses

of the peripapillary RNFL and macula, except for the

temporal quadrant of the RNFL and the corresponding 8,

9, and 10 o’clock sectors.26 In neurodegenerative

diseases, the temporal quadrant is affected at an earlier

stage,27 with subsequent expansion to the papillomacular

sector.

Of the different digital imaging analysis techniques

available, OCT is considered the most useful for the

diagnosis and follow-up of optic neuropathies, and

several investigators have demonstrated the capacity of

OCT to evaluate neurodegenerative pathologies such as

optic neuritis,27 multiple sclerosis,7,28 and Alzheimer’s

disease.29 In this study, two next-generation Fourier-

domain OCT devices were used to evaluate RNFL and

retinal thicknesses. Both devices were compared and

significant differences were found between the Cirrus

OCT and Spectralis OCT. These results indicate that only

one OCT device should be selected for monitoring a

patient’s disease, as the measures differ. Although the

reduction in RNFL thickness was not significant for some

of the sites examined, the tendency for reduced RNFL

thickness may have been significant for more parameters

if a larger sample size had been examined.

Some recent OCT studies suggest asymmetrical

involvement of the retina in PD and suggest including

both eyes of each patient in the study.30 Our sample

Table 3 Mean and SD of macular thickness parameters obtained using the Cirrus and Spectralis OCT devices, and comparison
between healthy controls and PD subjects

Macular thickness
Cirrus OCT Spectralis OCT

Healthy subjects PD patients P-value Healthy subjects PD patients P-value

Fovea 271.3 (31.2) 260.5 (24.7) 0.030 263.9 (20.9) 256.4 (27.6) 0.034
Superior inner 326.7 (17.4) 322.3 (19.1) 0.165 330.5 (10.8) 323.2 (16.9) 0.345
Nasal inner 326.7 (17.4) 322.3 (19.2) 0.136 334.5 (14.2) 326.7 (18.2) 0.126
Inferior inner 322.7 (14.6) 319.2 (18.7) 0.230 328.6 (13.0) 319.6 (17.1) 0.014

Temporal inner 315.3 (16.1) 310.1 (18.1) 0.087 317.9 (15.6) 310.1 (17.2) 0.045
Superior outer 285.1 (18.3) 282.3 (16.9) 0.359 285.1 (11.2) 281.8 (15.8) 0.098
Nasal outer 301.7 (13.4) 294.4 (27.1) 0.052 301.6 (13.4) 297.9 (29.6) 0.334
Inferior outer 278.4 (16.8) 270.7 (20.0) 0.019 274.6 (11.2) 274.6 (12.4) 0.050
Temporal outer 268.7 (17.2) 266.9 (17.8) 0.572 269.3 (29.4) 268.0 (14.8) 0.287

Abbreviations: OCT, optical coherence tomography; PD, Parkinson disease.

The P-value columns show the statistical significance of the difference between both groups. Cirrus OCT showed a significant reduction in retinal

thickness in the foveal area and the inferior outer sector. Spectralis OCT also showed a decrease in the inferior inner and temporal inner sectors (shown in

bold).

Table 4 Mean and SD of difference in measurements
performed using Cirrus and Spectralis optical coherence
tomography devices, and statistical significance (P) in both
groups of patients evaluated in the study

Healthy eyes Parkinson eyes
Mean

difference
(Cirrus–
Spectralis

measurements)

P-value Mean
difference
(Cirrus–
Spectralis

measurements) P-value

Macular parameters
Fovea � 16.25 (15.98) o0.001 � 19.24 (13.68) o0.001
Superior inner
macula

� 15.62 (6.22) o0.001 � 14.68 (10.95) o0.001

Nasal inner macula � 14.64 (8.40) o0.001 � 14.89 (9.43) o0.001
Inferior inner
macula

� 15.22 (6.29) o0.001 � 13.34 (8.08) o0.001

Temporal inner
macula

� 14.97 (8.33) o0.001 � 14.35 (8.22) o0.001

Superior outer
macula

� 13.86 (9.53) o0.001 � 10.64 (6.99) o0.001

Nasal outer macula � 11.08 (9.21) o0.001 � 12.27 (7.83) o0.001
Inferior outer
macula

� 18.06 (18.47) o0.001 � 12.35 (9.66) o0.001

Temporal outer
macula

� 20.66 (20.94) o0.001 � 12.43 (10.67) o0.001

RNFL parameters
Average thickness � 5.89 (4.23) o0.001 � 5.76 (3.78) o0.001
Superior quadrant � 4.79 (14.45) o0.001 � 4.50 (12.42) o0.001
Nasal quadrant � 1.54 (14.84) o0.001 � 3.06 (9.34) o0.001
Inferior quadrant � 7.72 (11.58) o0.001 � 5.93 (8.24) o0.001
Temporal quadrant � 5.92 (9.49) o0.001 � 5.42 (7.16) o0.001

Significant differences were found between both devices in each group

(healthy controls and Parkinson patients).
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could have been larger and it is possible that the

diagnostic yield in this study was decreased by our

inclusion of a potentially less affected eye. Incorporating

both eyes of a patient into the study, however, could also

mask minimum symmetric structural and functional

alterations. The majority of authors consider the

inclusion of only one eye of each patient adequate for

statistical analysis because RNFL measurements

correlate significantly between the two eyes; thus,

we included only one eye per patient.

Macular thickness also showed a significant reduction

in the central 1-mm diameter circle, as well as for the

temporal and inferior quadrants of the 3-mm ring and

inferior quadrant of the 6-mm ring, in PD patients

compared with controls. The inner retinal layer contains

both the RNFL and dopaminergic amacrine cells, with a

decrease in the retinal thickness partially because of the

affectation of these cells. However, currently available

OCT software is not able to determine the thicknesses of

the different retinal layers, so the correlation between the

dopaminergic cells and RNFL loss is still uncertain.

This study suggests that areas with reduced macular

thickness also show decreased peripapillary RNFL

thickness. This could be due to the anatomic

correspondence of the ganglion cells in the retina and

optic nerve head. Recent studies indicate that macular

thickness as a high discriminating parameter in other

diseases affecting the peripapillary RNFL thickness, such

as open-angle glaucoma.31

We found a significant correlation between PD severity

and disease duration, and between RNFL (outer superior

macular thickness) and age. These results were expected,

because PD is a chronic and degenerative process that

causes progressive neurologic and physical deterioration.

Axonal thicknesses based on OCT measurements

decrease over time because of physiologic aging.

Therefore, the significant but mild correlation

(r¼ � 0.427, P¼ 0.01) between OCT measures and age

was expected.

Our results agree with those of Inzelberg et al22 and

Altintas et al23, and confirm the peripapillary RNFL loss

observed in PD patients for measurements made with

spectral-domain OCT systems. Imaging techniques such

as OCT are noninvasive, inexpensive, and fast, and may

be useful for neurologic follow-up of the disease by

providing information about its rate of progression.

Recent RNFL analyses demonstrated the ability of OCT

to evaluate the central nervous system, and to provide

biomarkers of progression and diagnosis in multiple

sclerosis.28 This study contributes to this field by

analyzing a range of parameters in PD patients using two

next-generation OCT devices.

In conclusion, PD causes axonal damage in the RNFL

along with retinal thinning that can be detected using

Fourier-domain OCT. Longitudinal studies with a larger

sample are needed to corroborate our results and to

evaluate the usefulness of RNFL measurements as

biomarkers of PD progression.

Summary

What was known before
K Spectral-domain OCT has been used in only two previous

studies.

K Macular thickness was the only parameter found to be
significantly altered in PD patients compared with
controls, but RNFL measurements were not analyzed.

What this study adds

K Ability of spectral-domain OCT to detect retinal nerve
fiber atrophy in Parkinson were evaluated.

K Both devices were performed in order to interpret results
in clinical practice.
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